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Alluded to, in the story of the attempted murder
of Descartes in On Murder Considered as one of the Fine
Arts, is the difference between robbers in forests and
sea-robbers: While the former might spare the victims of
their lives, the sea-robbers do not have an option. Born
on Ross Island, Antarctica, and raised in the Mount Lu
area in China, Yi Xin Tong strikes one as the kind of
perpetrator in between the two.

童义欣案

The interrupting laughter of the narrator Thomas
de Quincey’s is the last thing about the specific Cartesian

THE CURIOUS CASE OF
YI XIN TONG

case of attempted murder we find remarkable here. The
墢䯤
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Left:
Avery Pool Avery Blue
2016
Trampoline safety enclosure and galvanized
steel poles, foam tubes, inkjet prints on vinyl,
cable ties
Dimensions variable
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complex case of Tong’s we have at hand also involves an

Gustavo’s Gas Stove (detail), 2015
Pictured here: ammonite shell fossil, gas
stove, brass rods, vinyl hose, crystal ball,
golden beads, micro suede fabric

condition that is subjectless, or even weaponless. Our

uncanny discrepancy between languages, and a possible
narrator de Quincey laughed, firstly because the professional robbers discussed their plan (“to murder him,
then to throw him into the sea, and to divide his spoils”)
without knowing that Descartes in fact spoke not only
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郎蓴熎聴寖㯎胢︺䯖2016妘䯖朄頥怇棧䯖137.2々101.6皺貏

The Use of Toadstone in Treating Melancholia, 2016, lightjet C Print, 137.2 々 101.6 cm
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French but also their Friezlandish language. “But another

sures are made into one in a fashion as American as the

thing, which seems to me still more funny about this fair

“cronut”) are what hold everything together in the given

is, that if these Friezland hounds had been ‘game,’ we

space, they reconstruct a crime scene (Avery Pool Avery

should have no Cartesian philosophy; and how we could

Blue), a walking stick (Trampoline Walking Stick), a dog

have done without that…”

bowl (Above Ground Pool Dog Bowl), and other objects

Tong’s work is intertwined with other cases—some

that are either easily dismissed as abject byproducts

fictional, some factual—that are bloody and murderous.

and accessories, or a whole other trajectory aiming to

The horrid nature of the work, however, has not made

distract and camouflage (a recount of what happened

it easier for investigators to determine who Tong is, who

that day: dog, our victim, let go of its walking stick, had

performed those tasks, in a fashion that is not unlike

a mouthful, jumped into the pool from the trampoline,

imagining a uchronia without Descartes. What if all these

and then vanished. It was a combination of cyanide and a

deeds are wrongly attributed to a named subject that exists

critical yearning for a PhD in comparative literature from

only in vacuum? Tong is to be framed as Steven Avery is.

New York University). Here, the naive, straightforward

The story of Steven Avery, as referenced in Tong’s

thinking of “he did it in the first place, and he is going

Avery Pool Avery Blue, is perhaps less anecdotal than that

to do it again” perhaps should give way to “was it even

of Descartes’s attempted murder, but is just as pertinent

him in the first place?”

here to our investigation, in a specific and direct sense.

We have sensed that not only are we dealing with a

American citizen Steven Avery was convicted in 1985

variety of objects wilfully implicated in murderous acts,

of sexual assault and attempted murder, exonerated in

but also, as aforementioned, a vast number of languages.

2003, then convicted of murder again in 2005 of a fe-

The (im)possibility of communication between objects

male photographer. Out of the two murder cases that are

is believed to be the key. I advise my fellow investigators

eventually related to the named subject Avery, one was a

not to simply presume that the objects are to be united,

failed attempt, the other successful; one of the works is

unified, or simply tied to each other as if they share the

to be considered today a wrongful conviction, while the

same interest or motive; instead, it is suspected that, as

other remains indefinite. Avery Pool Avery Blue’s setup

incredulous as it may seem, the numerous objects speak

guarantees the permeation of the bloody, indeed “funky”

and only speak in their respective language. While the

(the term was given special significance in de Quincey’s

monstrous Tongue Accessories, for instance, may per-

Murder) smell of the story as a substantial centerpiece in

tain directly to a certain articulation of language that

both exhibitions—“Strange New Health” at Katzman

disassociates one from their speech, the earlier work

Contemporary and the subsequent re-staging of its

Universitato Simon Fraser speaks the worldly language of

entirety in “Trembling Surfaces” at Long March Space

Esperanto, mildly mocks and responds to the naiveté of

in 2016. Doing time by repeating oneself, committing a

Descartes’s pursuers. But even this “universal language”

felony repeatedly—hence a recidivist, or at least made to

is a one-off, unrepeatable statement that communicates

seem so. Not unlike the Dude’s rug in The Big Lebowski,

solely with its corresponding subject—the official sign

the motifs of the above-ground pool and the trampoline

of Simon Fraser University. Between the two is rupture;

(joining together in Trampoline Pool, where two plea-

exchange is abyssal.
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桪鮪杋猅艊︹2171︺跤釀㭠︑䯒彿髦謚棾鑫㓦

䊜厸Ⅹ 䆠菑島耚屟嶨僨跀酛誼䯖㓦噴㫥跣

the inanimate lurks at the possibility of coming into life.

侸夃桹㜑棅漻梐艊窹鬣䯖讜暚㫤桹俋㳝艊㛳

勢䯖︹2171︺跤艊㛝訶艊慘鍎妛䉯覎躏漝䯖㫥

橉鬣艊壔梐嶨僨珬馌䯤澓鏍黌彾糴咥鍎䯖劻

Considering that the (con) artist walks the stone (the weapon)

㔃䯖喥絹觪則啯艊敭鲇忞蕓蛵艊酽樭︑窹鬣

䎙踵侟棇艊㚧陝曧羾㚾㚾侸侸邁笩酽讜呝彾

聧笩墱鄽澰鑫︑

as if he is walking a dog (the victim) in Replied the Stone

躐䄄艊䯒醭䯓詵煥㬦屟曧㓦婩覎躏漝橉鬣㜢

艊︑覎躏漝鮪謾跤艊㓕頥徏㚾桖絹曧酽鞶嶯躏

喼諎彿髦恔㚪䯖俋㯵鰓狇倀鑫覎躏漝艊

As a Musical Line, one gasps at the highly explicit and

筧艊饅䀽︑醭姉㪇曀鰱壺㛄㫥酽跀燒窹㛇曧

醢艊＃奟謚䧸忲￥︑䯓讓鏍Ⅹ喒謾曧讓鏍艊鉚

橉鬣鞣曧㜢筧酽鞶艊Ⅹ瀷偧鮪竊跣讓棅橉

technical aggression of animals in Tong’s recent work: the

羾酽跣雜酽鍖邁讜艊誤梽忞酛酽徏踟鎽鮪酽

餱䯖蓴俧Ⅹ㡑鲂澰窹飨羠噯︑讜暚䯖鮪︹蓴俧

跤彿髦妛醭镾呝瑪薶呯澰鍎曧㜇䯖雩醭镾絔

crab (Aggression Project – Crab and Above Ground Pool), the

㡽艊䯥澐荁儂䯖喼諎㫥堝㡽棾醭詵鉝惡䯖㫥鲢

螻詄飨酽貊訶︺跤䯖劻聧鳏覎躏漝絹㭨筯䯒糴咥

㓦醢鄀鳢啔覎躏漝燒踵茩韌㛇鳏艊噴呯︑烔

spider (Aggression Project – Spider and Trampoline), the frog

窹鬣愗桹妛鳢懲羮嘄鲋謾靕㦳艊㛳㔃︑蹁籌

鍎䯓酽樭㭨蓴俧䯒讓鏍䯓䯖飨澑踵贋鍊䯖彿髦詵飨

尒尰瞐䯖彿髦晹暚晹贖醭嶎恦㫥跣煫桹躉呯

棾㛺䯖屪窹酽鞶艊︹鞇䒅閔︺詵镾茻扟鰱慇

啿㛛㫎螻鰱詛絔㓦謾㫝梕橉鬣跤朄粷艊䗮姪赗

慘橉昷熴艊㫪粶棅鳏讓忲醊躐飨熴︑偧楇彿

謭㛳㔃艊椨彾㫓蠿䯖鍖㫥蟢㫓蠿鲇呺醢賽昢

哣艊誤窹島耚屟䯤

鑫踽鉢嶗㛳㔃艊鎽跀䯥鍖詆酽㡽暆梕橉鬣䯖

嶗鰱醢燞焏︺䯓︒﨣齎䯒︹島耚屟䎋茩 – 﨣齎嶗

镾＝桖咷曀酽鲢︑鮪錼榺橭橉艊㫓蠿跤彿髦

︹俋叧㒂鯆髤煛︺飨跫翨㛳艊嫮媀㪇榠鰱㚫

㥭妽︺䯓︒䉣齌䯒︹島耚屟䎋茩 – 䉣齌︺䯓䯖羗靧

恓勢㫥樭酽跣倇竑艊醭鮪鯫㛇暺䯖彿荁惡䯖

㛃妛螻姉鑫觪則啯㜑棅鍎艊晹蓜䯒㫥蟢㛳㔃

曧孭㳚㫊艊瀴駳酽鞶艊 郎䯒︹懲羮 郎蓴熎

㫥唻婩嗴梥棾艊㜉榺啔桹⻝苩︑酽瀕謖踵椌

Before 2016, there was barely any sign of Tong’s

or natural laws (even the Cello, which directly involves a

張點杚跫䯖雩誆镾曧酽蟢醭詵㳛侟艊䅘㫼䯖

聴寖㯎胢︺䯓︑慘踵㜉榺蘚䯖彿髦㒄詛鉢䖢羾㫥

倖綕·鈵昤艊偔佖鮪踵覎躏漝鮪＃昦倇竑擊

interest in trampolines or above-ground pools. He was

human figure and gender, can be taken as an example par

鳢鳢錨侕醮謾綾酽囁姉艊唻㝧Ⅹ㒂鯆·髤煛

鲢誤窹夃棾徏俵詛艊瀯酽蟩︑

姾￥橉跤艊忞慘忞踵婩闛暚䯖釀醣鑫㫥樭酽

rather more concerned with the great outdoors. Even

excellence here). However, starting from J: How do you

酽鞶棾㛺䯖暆梕讓鏍倀荁饅橉鬣韓謭鲋

啌惡䯒㫥啌惡謚⺖褅僉鍖駡躐鲋 䯓︑㫥啌惡

more shockingly, his bloody hands appeared to be politely

define ‘object?’ M: I do it with honey., one sees the murderer,

㬕愞醮謾㳜宆俋啢荁姉艊糴咥鍎︑鮪㫥跣嶯

備豸曧釀酓㮰棅鳏筊艊䯖飨酽蟢㪇榠艊㛳㜉

cuffed before 2015, with almost no evidence of aggression.

the weapon, and the victim uncannily switching places,

鮪2016妘飨頌䯖彿髦竊豸醭镾鮪醮覎躏

躏醢䯖㫥鲢讓鏍桹菑酽蟢桖踵＃梪镾￥徏＃靕

㜎勢鑫覎躏漝唻鰱醢燞焏嶗㥭妽艊蠻㢩䯖妛

His work then did not manifest any violence within the

gradually and hectically exchanging ties and shoes. As the

漝荁饅艊橉鬣跤恓勢㥭妽徏鰱醢燞焏艊脇㬅䯖

磢￥艊韓謭䯖絹誤窹唻嬜呅艊嶊夠篊窹酽樭

枩蛵鑫讓忲艊莏呺㦳麋䯤＃彿嶎㡽酽賒暃䄋䯖

domestic realm (think the kind of domestic violence in

aggression becomes more and more systematic, solving

骼桖䉣菬鲋鮪©俋艊忊侳慘橉䯥鮪2015妘飨

鋇梽鍖誤䯒茻扟懲羮鑫鳏貙嫮㝧倀屟時氥寳

呿窹姎㳚艊

鼲㬏鑫熱棾䯖䎌菑諎㭠穔勢氒

Gustavo’s Gas Stove: killing your wife with a gas stove).

the case seems evermore hopeless: the weapon becomes

頌䯖骼墱

㬅旴旴艊儕忲曧窰窰鰱㿟醢艊䯖㫝

艊︹俋抲綖︺雩曧㫥酽貙慘閔艊餱籌䯓︑磢鍖䯖

醢䯖酙澰鑫鮪萉櫇跤艊応咃︑儂鰱宆媆撾䯖呝

Pondering this creative use of the makeshift weapon,

the victim, and the suspect is now dead.
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Tong remarked to himself, maybe somewhat secretly as

Although we concede that there are still many
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the murderous thought was still in its infancy: “Do naïve

mysteries surrounding Tong’s case—for one, we cannot be
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objects exist?” In Paradise Lost, Milton wrote, regarding

certain who were indeed murdered in many instances; for

the first murderer Cain:

another, we cannot comprehend or respect the authorities’
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(Aggression Project – Frog), and even the pharmakon-like
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toad (The Use of Toadstone in Treating Melancholia), losing

Tongue Accessories, 2016
Boat seat, crystal, steel, curtain ring
30 々 33 々 23 cm

Smote him into the midriff with a stone
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That beat out life; he fell; and, deadly pale,
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Groan’d out his soul with gushing blood effus’d.

酽漛㜑棅䯤
然而他的内心怒火中烧; 在他们谈话时，
用石头砸向他的上半身
生命被击败；他倒下；将死的苍白，
呻吟出他的灵魂，血流不止。

Early objects and works tend to choose victims of
their respective size, as if driven and motivated by instincts

Whereat he inly raged; and, as they talk’d,
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or gaining seconds of life, one after another.

decision to list Tong merely as a witness. We cannot for
one second let go of our furious urge, to prove that he is
in fact the cunning serial killer that has committed the
great number of horrid deeds laid in front of us, and to
catch him red-handed. Going through the papers and

Once we start actively contemplating the apparatus,

records of the curious case, however, one reads the inde-

we come to a conclusion that there has always been a will

cipherable alibi provided by a certain Jacquelyn Ross, a

towards aggression. The other confusion we had regarding

letter purloined and made public supposedly addressing

the early life of the mysterious figure in question is also

our suspect. In a rather gentle tone, Ross speaks of Tong’s

to be addressed, in the motif of the stone: not only is it

interest in the above-ground pool and the trampoline,
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true that materials as innocent as stones can kill, stones

and hints at the identity of the real criminal: “I recall
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in general have a special value in Tong’s conception of

an old news story about a python who’d escaped from a
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an aggressive act. “He threw a stone at the dog. I threw

pet shop and slipped up through an air vent to strangle
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a stone at the bird. Who threw a stone at my dog? The

the upstairs neighbor in her sleep. Defying gravity. The
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child threw a stone at the dog,” writes “Tong”—later we

perfect crime, like the icicles I used to fantasize about,
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are informed that it is in fact not Tong who wrote this,

their elusive evidence.” Ludicrous as it might seem, I

but a mysterious and anonymous other—in the encyclo-

think a certain truth lies in these lines.
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J: How do you define ‘object?’ M: I do it with honey. (detail), 2013
Pictured here: boogie boards, fishing rod, honey sticks, obsolete magazine pages, nails, and other objects
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paedic yet enigmatic work of 2171. It is the locus where
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